Bespoke Hybrid Cloud Solutions
World-Class Service
On-Premise ~ Multi-Cloud ~ Your Choice

A new era in world sport will get underway in the summer of 2018 as Glasgow
hosts the inaugural European Championships - an exciting new multi-sport event
which brings together some of the continent’s leading sports, including the
existing European Championships for Aquatics, Cycling, Gymnastics, Rowing and
Triathlon, along with a new Golf Team Championships.

Official Networks and Network Integration Services Supporter
NVT Group is proud to play an integral role in the delivery of the Glasgow 2018
European Championships, by providing a host of network design, consultancy
and connectivity services. Working across the six sports hosted in Scotland, we will
also co-ordinate the delivery of technology services and oversee network design,
architecture and information security services.

At the foundation of NVT Group’s entire engagement at
Glasgow 2018 will be Viia
Viia will be the key solution that provides the technology
infrastructure required to stage the Glasgow 2018 European
Championships across all competition and non-competition
venues in Scotland. Specifically for Glasgow 2018, each
venue will be serviced by an on-site Viia appliance - the
same solution which is now available to you in your
business, should a Viia on-site solution be the best approach
for you.

Proven flexibility and scalability
Viia is special, but the technology principles we are applying at Glasgow 2018 are no
more special than those we can apply to your business environment.
Viia’s deployment at the Glasgow 2018 European Championships is proof of the
technology’s flexibility and scalabilty. Indeed, the beauty of Viia is that a bespoke
solution can be designed for every business case, no matter its size and shape.
In short, how we deploy Viia for your business depends on you - but the best practice
which underpins the solution is the same across the board.

Official Networks and
Network Integration Services Supporter

